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This talk is based on the paper http://arxiv.org/abs/1206.5164.

We’ll talk about knot homology theories. These are hard for us to understand, because the definitions are hard
to understand: they often begin with “Choose a presentation of your knot.”, which makes it hard to understand
conceptually. Today we’ll present joint work with David Ayala and Hiro Tanaka on knot homology theories that
don’t even look like they depend on an auxiliary choice of presentation.

So, we begin with the question: What could a knot homology theory be, anyways? For starters, this should
assign to a knot K some object of a category C, which might be a chain complex, or a spectrum, or perhaps even
another category. To be precise, a knot for us is a pair (M,K) of a 3-manifold M and a chosen closed embedded
1-submanifold K. (The standard definition takes M = S3 and K connected.) We will write the collection of these
as Mfld3,1. Then, a knot homology theory is an assignment F : Mfld3,1 → C which has some sort of naturality and
excision (or locality) conditions.

To unwind what we might hope that this means, let’s consider the simplest possible example: K = ∅. That is,
we’re restricting to a homology theory for the collection Mfld3 of (boundaryless) 3-manifolds. Now, the weakest form
of naturality one might consider is with respect to embeddings: so, by Mfld3 we mean the topological category of 3-
manifolds and embeddings. As for locality, let’s recall that excision is usually just the demand that if X = X ′∪X0X

′′

(where the inclusions of X ′ and X ′′ are closed inclusions) then we should have F (X ′) ⊕F (X0) F (X ′′)
∼−→ F (X).

So back in our setting, we will only consider gluings M = M ′ ∪M0×R M ′′, where M0 is a 2-manifold. We don’t
necessarily want to demand that disjoint unions get sent to direct sums, so we’ll just consider C = C⊗ to be some
arbitrary symmetric monoidal topological category, and then we’ll demand that F (M ′)⊗F (M0×R) F (M ′′)

∼−→ F (M)
(the diagonal quotient).

Given what we’ve already written down, we can define a homology theory for n-manifolds to be the subset

H(Mfldn, C⊗) ⊂ Fun⊗(Mfldqn , C⊗)

of those tensor functors satisfying tensor-excision.

Let us recall the standard example on all spaces.

Theorem 1 (Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms). The functor H(Spacesq, Ch⊕)
ev∗−−→ Ch (which evaluates a homology

theory on a point) is an equivalence of categories.

One would hope that we have a similar characterization. So we consider the map H(Mfldn, C⊗)
evRn−−−→ C. In

the above case, our target didn’t have any extra structure, but now we must observe that F (Rn) carries an action
of Aut(Rn) (in whatever category we’re working with; we’ll say we’re smooth, so Aut(Rn) ' O(n)). Let us write
Diskn ⊂ Mfldn to be the full subcategory of finite disjoint unions of Euclidean spaces. Let us define a Diskn-algebra
in C by setting Diskn-alg(C) = Fun⊗(Diskn, C). (This is very close to the En-algebras of Boardman and Vogt.)
We then have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. The functor H(Mfldn, C⊗)
evRn−−−→ Diskn-alg(C) is an equivalence of categories.

Now, let us adapt this to Mfldn,k, the category whose objects are n-manifolds with a closed k-submanifolds
with trivialized tubular neighborhood, and whose morphisms are embeddings that preserve the submanifolds and
their tubular neighborhoods. In fact, the work of Ayala-F-Tanaka involves a generalized notion of manifold. Let B
be the “collection of possible neighborhoods and allowed embeddings”, and then we let Mfld(B) be the category of
“manifolds modeled on B”, i.e. spaces such that every point has an open neighborhood homeomorphic to a space
in B. (So, Mfldn = Mfld(B) when we take B to just be Rn and its self-embeddings.)

Theorem 3 (Ayala-F-Tanaka). H(Mfld(B), C⊗) ' Disk(B)-alg(C).
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Let us explain what Disk(B)-algebras are. In the example B = {(R3, ∅), (R3,R1)} (i.e. embeddings that preserve
the submanifold and the trivialization), then Mfld(B) = Mfld3,1. (Of course, a similar definition gives us Mfldn,k.)
Note that this allows the submanifold to intersect the gluing locus, although they must intersect transversely. In
this case, the above theorem specializes to the following.

Corollary 1. The functor

H(Mfldn,k, C)
ev(Rn,∅),ev(Rn,Rk)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Diskn-alg(C) = Fun⊗(Diskqn,k, C⊗)

is an equivalence of categories.

We also have the following pleasant reformulation. For convenience, we switch to framed manifolds; note that
for 3-manifolds, a framing just amounts to an orientation.

Theorem 4 (Ayala-F-Tanaka). An object R ∈ Disk
fr
3,1-alg(C) is equivalent to a triple (A,B, f), where A ∈

Disk
fr
3 -alg, B ∈ Disk

fr
1 -alg(C) = Alg(C), and f : HH∗(A) → HH∗(B) is a map of Diskfr2 -algebras. Moreover,

this generalizes to R ∈ Disk
fr
n,k-alg(C), but now

f :

∫
Sn−k−1×Rk+1

A→ HH∗
Disk

fr
k

(B)

is a map of Diskfrk+1-algebras.

Let’s look at an example, where we finally choose what C will be.

Example 1. Take C⊗ = Spaces×. Then an object of Diskfr3,1-alg(Spaces×) is a triple (A,B, f) = (Ω3X,Ω1Y, f),

where f : HH∗(Ω
3X) → HH∗(Ω1Y ) (when “Hochschild (co)homology” is suitably interpreted in the nonabelian

setting). This unwinds to HH∗(Ω
3X) = Map(S1,Ω2X) and HH∗(Ω1Y ) = ΩAut(Y ), and f is required to be a

map of 2-fold loopspaces.
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